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Abstract

Empirical models of the thermospheric neutral density are routinely used by mission planners and systems engineers to perform

orbit maintenance, collision avoidance, and estimate time and location of re-entry for spacecraft. These models have char-

acteristic errors in neutral density below 10% during geomagnetic quiet time, but perform worse during intense geomagnetic

activity, being unable to reproduce the significant increases in the neutral density that are observed during geomagnetic storms.

Underestimation of the density during these conditions translates to errors in orbit propagation that reduce the accuracy of any

resulting orbit predictions. These drawbacks directly translate into safety risks for astronauts and orbiting spacecraft, but also

limit our understanding of the physics of neutral density enhancements. Numerous CubeSats with publicly available ephemeris

in the form of two-line element (TLEs) sets orbit in this region. We present the Multifaceted Optimization Algorithm (MOA),

a method to estimate the neutral density by minimizing the error between a modeled trajectory and a set of TLEs. Specifically,

the algorithm estimates corrections to the inputs of the NRLMSISE-00 empirical density model, and applies those corrections

along-track the SWARM spacecraft orbits. This results in orbit-averaged empirical densities below 10% error in magnitude,

compared to errors in excess of 25\% for uncalibrated NLRMSISE-00.
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Key Points:7

• There exists a lack of thermospheric density measurements, especially during storms,8

when empirical models typically underperform.9

• From two-line elements describing satellite orbits, the density can be determined10

using a newly-developed Multifaceted Optimization Algorithm.11

• The technique is validated against SWARM densities derived during geomagnetic12

quiet and active times.13
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Abstract14

Empirical models of the thermospheric neutral density are routinely used by mission plan-15

ners and systems engineers to perform orbit maintenance, collision avoidance, and es-16

timate time and location of re-entry for spacecraft. These models have characteristic er-17

rors in neutral density below 10% during geomagnetic quiet time, but perform worse dur-18

ing intense geomagnetic activity, being unable to reproduce the significant increases in19

the neutral density that are observed during geomagnetic storms. Underestimation of20

the density during these conditions translates to errors in orbit propagation that reduce21

the accuracy of any resulting orbit predictions. These drawbacks directly translate into22

safety risks for astronauts and orbiting spacecraft, but also limit our understanding of23

the physics of neutral density enhancements. Numerous CubeSats with publicly avail-24

able ephemeris in the form of two-line element (TLEs) sets orbit in this region. We present25

the Multifaceted Optimization Algorithm (MOA), a method to estimate the neutral den-26

sity by minimizing the error between a modeled trajectory and a set of TLEs. Specif-27

ically, the algorithm estimates corrections to the inputs of the NRLMSISE-00 empiri-28

cal density model, and applies those corrections along-track the SWARM spacecraft or-29

bits. This results in orbit-averaged empirical densities below 10% error in magnitude,30

compared to errors in excess of 25% for uncalibrated NLRMSISE-00.31

Plain Language Summary32

Empirical atmospheric density models underestimate the increase in thermosphere’s33

neutral density observed during times of intense solar and geomagnetic activity. This demon-34

strates our limited understanding of the physics of the thermosphere during these times,35

and limits our ability to accurately predict the orbits of both operational satellites and36

space debris. We present a method to correct these density underestimations by using37

an orbital propagator and correcting the inputs to the NRLMSISE-00 density model to38

minimize orbit error. We apply medians of these corrections along the orbit of the SWARM39

spacecraft and compare the resulting corrected densities to densities collected by SWARM.40

1 Introduction41

Earth’s thermosphere is the region of the atmosphere between approximately 9042

km and 800 km, depending on solar conditions. Its middle and upper regions are the abode43

of numerous Low-Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites that constitute billions of dollars in44

assets and are accompanied by some 20,000 currently known and trackable objects of space45

debris at least the size of a softball (Johnson, 1993). Understanding the behavior of the46

density of this region is vital to being able to accurately predict the orbits of these ob-47

jects, as the amount of drag they experience is contingent on the magnitude of the lo-48

cal neutral density. Empirical models of the thermosphere like Jacchia-1972 (Jacchia,49

1979), DTM-2012 (S. Bruinsma et al., 2003), and NLRMSISE-00 (Picone et al., 2002)50

are used by the space situational awareness community to estimate the thermospheric51

density for orbit prediction. These models commonly exhibit errors in the density in ex-52

cess of 20% during periods of high geomagnetic activity (Burke et al. (2007), Liu et al.53

(2005)). Density errors translate directly into orbit errors, jeopardizing the success of54

collision avoidance, re-entry prediction, and spacecraft manoeuvre planning (Bussy-Virat,55

Ridley, and Getchius (2018), Doornbos and Klinkrad (2006))56

It is understood that the thermosphere’s state is highly contingent on the energy57

input it receives in the form of Solar EUV, Joule/frictional heating, and auroral precip-58

itation, which all serve to control the thermospheric temperature. During nominal ge-59

omagnetic activity, incoming solar EUV constitutes the largest part of the thermosphere’s60

energy budget, but during a geomagnetic storm, up to two-thirds of the energy budget61

can be comprised by Joule/frictional heating and auroral precipitation (Knipp et al., 2004).62

The direct dependence of the neutral density on the temperature results in the dynam-63
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ics of the thermospheric density being influenced by geomagnetic activity diurnal tides,64

solar rotation, and the solar cycle (Forbes et al. (2012), Rhoden et al. (2000), Ruan et65

al. (2015), Vickers et al. (2014)).66

The second largest source of energy into the thermosphere is high-latitude Joule67

(or frictional) heating. This is due to collisions between ions and neutrals, since these68

populations have differing bulk velocities and temperatures. During quiet times, the Joule69

heating is relatively small compared to the solar EUV, but during geomagnetic storms,70

the heating at high latitudes can become the dominant source of energy into the ther-71

mosphere, causing up to an 800% increase in the density as up to 1000 GW of energy72

is deposited during the storm (Liu and Lhr (2005), Sutton et al. (2009), and Vichare and73

Lakhina (2005)). Variations in the thermospheric density due to thermal expansion from74

EUV radiation and Joule heating affect orbiting satellites by changing the degree of at-75

mospheric drag they experience as energy from high latitudes is distributed globally via76

waves and pressure/temperature-gradient driven winds within hours (Burns et al. (1995),77

Mayr et al. (1984), and Prolss (1993)). There is thus a correlation between the rate of78

change in the semi-major axis of satellite orbits and geomagnetic activity, which can be79

visualized by observing an increase in spacecraft altitude decay during geomagnetic storms.80

Figure 1 shows this with the strongly positive correlation between the rate of de-orbit81

of 20 identical 3U satellites launched by Planet Labs, Inc. and geomagnetic activity rep-82

resented by the strength of the Earth’s ring current (Dst). These earth-observing 5 kg83

satellites are all sun-synchronous at altitudes in the vicinity of 450 km. The rate of change84

of altitude for these satellites was determined from two-line elements (TLEs), and av-85

eraged across all satellites in 6-hour windows. It was then compared to the 6-hour av-86

erage of Kyoto Dst for the same time period, and shifted back in time by 6-hours to ac-87

count for the delay in behavior between Dst and orbital decay (Figure 1a). This yielded88

a peak correlation coefficient of 0.76 (Figure 1b).89

For the majority of small satellites deployed in the thermosphere, records of their90

semi-major axes are available in the form of TLEs, a data product provided to the pub-91

lic by the North American Aerospace Command (NORAD). They provide the mean or-92

bital elements of a spacecraft at specific time, and are typically reported once a day for93

LEO spacecraft. The orbit determination method of Differential Correction (DC) is used94

to generate TLEs, and is essentially a multi-dimensional Newton-Raphson root solving95

method of y = f(x) with a least-squares statistical treatment of the known data (y)96

provided by observations, either via GPS or visual/radar tracking (Vallado & Crawford,97

2008). TLEs were designed to be used expressly for the purposes of orbit prediction with98

specific models, of which the most common is a set of Simplified General Perturbation99

(SGP) models referred to as SGP4 (Vallado et al., 2006). SGP4 is based off of theories100

of satellite motion described by Kozai (1959), Brouwer (1959), and Lyddane (1963), all101

of which neglected the effects of drag; SGP4 accounts for drag via power density func-102

tions (Hoots et al. (2004), Lane and Cranford (1969), Lane and Hoots (1979)) that re-103

quire a term that encapsulates the ballistic coefficient, B∗, which can be used in the ex-104

pression for the acceleration due to drag105

aD =
ρ

ρ0
B∗ (v − vm)

2
=
ρB (v − vm)

2

2
=
ρCDA (v − vm)

2

2m
, (1)

where ρ is the local thermosphere density, ρ0 is a reference air density given as 0.1570106

kg/m2/RE , B is the ballistic coefficient in units of area per mass, v is the velocity of the107

satellite, CD is the drag coefficient, A is the cross-sectional area of the satellite as viewed108

from the ram direction, m is the mass of the satellite, and vm is the velocity of the medium109

through which satellite is traveling. For LEO spacecraft, vm is representative only of the110

rotation speed of the atmosphere, and usually neglects thermospheric winds. Unfortu-111

nately, the drag coefficient is often treated as constant. This fails to capture how the chang-112

ing composition of the thermosphere with altitude affects the gas-surface interactions113
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The rate of change of the semi-major of axis per year of 20 identical Flock
2K satellites overplotted with the Dst during a geomagnetic storm (top). Both the semi-
major axis per year and the Dst have been averaged in six-hour time windows, and the
value of the semi-major axis has been shifted forward in time by six hours to account
for the characteristic time delay between initial storm onset and the resulting change in
spacecraft altitude. Shown on the bottom is the positive correlation between the rate of
change of the semi-major axis and of Dst for the same time period.
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Figure 2: The orbital profile of the QB50 CubeSat Columbia superimposed with a re-
production of the orbit with SpOCK during a moderate geomagnetic disturbance that
occurred between ∼ 3:00 UTC July 16 to ∼ 12:00 UTC July 20 of 2017 (black lines).

on the spacecraft faces, leading to a variable drag coefficient. The Spacecraft Orbital Char-114

acterization Kit (SpOCK), an orbital propagator developed at the University of Michi-115

gan, does not rely on B∗ when using TLEs to perform orbit prediction. Instead, it al-116

lows the user to describe the spacecraft geometry with a CAD file or describe the ori-117

entation and area of all the spacecraft faces manually, and restricts itself to using the118

mean orbital elements from the TLE combined with an an accommodation coefficient119

(α) for the spacecraft surfaces, permitting the calculation of a variable drag coefficient120

(Bussy-Virat, Getchius, & Ridley, 2018). It currently relies on the NRLMSISE-00 em-121

pirical model for thermospheric density estimation.122

Despite taking into account the drag, modeled altitudes, specifically during geo-123

magnetic storms, under-predict the semi-major axis decline (Figure 2). Immediately af-124

ter the storm onset, the spacecraft’s rate of decay increases, but SpOCK, relying on MSISE125

for density estimation, fails to reproduce the deviation. These deviations are partially126

attributable to the limitations of empirical models, which rely on parametric fits to a cat-127

alog of density measurements taken from a variety of sources, including sounding rock-128

ets and accelerometer data from spacecraft (Picone et al., 2002). During quiet times, these129

models typically exhibit density errors on the order of 10% (Picone et al. (2002), S. L. Bru-130

insma et al. (2014)). These uncertainties increase greatly during geomagnetic storms for131

the reason that periods of intense geomagnetic activity are relatively infrequent and un-132

predictable, and their dynamical effects on the thermosphere are not understood well enough133

to provide for reliable density predictions over relatively short timescales. These limi-134

tations are exacerbated by biases in TLEs themselves; as the orbital elements encoded135

in TLEs constitute mean Brouwer-Lyddane elements, the process of their calculation smooths136
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out short-periodic affects in the elements that repeat on the order of a satellite’s orbital137

period (Vallado et al., 2006).138

This study presents a new technique that addresses the density uncertainty using139

TLEs from different satellites. The MSISE density inaccuracy can be probed by using140

SpOCK to reproduce satellite trajectories during both periods of quiet and active ge-141

omagnetic activity. As SpOCK relies on both MSISE and TLEs for initialization and prop-142

agation, estimation of calibration factors to the geomagnetic inputs to MSISE can yield143

a calibration method for thermospheric density models. A similar method has been shown144

to be successful by Doornbos et al. (2008), which involved the conversion of TLE data145

to drag data used in the daily adjustment of density model calibration parameters. This146

method found its inspiration in the Dynamics Calibration Atmosphere (DCA) used by147

the USAF’s High-Altitude Satellite Drag Model (HASDM), which uses Space Surveil-148

lance Network observations of ∼75 orbiting spheres at various altitudes, performing a149

least squares differential correction across all satellites to solve for global density correc-150

tions to an empirical density model (Storz et al., 2005). While Doornbos et al. (2008)151

relied on the techniques in Picone et al. (2005) to calculate the density directly from in-152

dividual TLEs before performing a least-squares adjustment to minimize the difference153

between TLE-derived densities and those of empirical models, we focus on minimizing154

the orbit error between altitude changes from SpOCK and those from TLEs, by estimat-155

ing corrections to geomagnetic indices that are inputs to MSISE. This method, is referred156

to henceforth as the Multifaceted Optimization Algorithm (MOA). It is similar to the157

DCA used in HASDM, which simultaneously relates geomagnetic indices to the DCA158

correction parameters to the density and solves for a state vector for the calibration satel-159

lite. We perform corrections to MSISE densities during the May 2017 geomagnetic storm160

across ten identical 3U CubeSats of Planet Labs, Inc., and apply these corrections along161

the SWARM spacecrafts’ orbits in order to directly compare the results with measure-162

ments.163

Gondelach and Linares (2020) demonstrated the power of a Reduced-Order Model164

(ROM) that combines the predictive capabilities of physics-based models with the com-165

putational speed of empirical models in global density modeling. This technique is a full166

data assimilation scheme that is capable of using a variety of data sets, including accelerometer-167

derived densities, nonlinear space weather model inputs, modified equinoctial elements168

to describe satellite orbits, and TLEs. A dynamic model is derived that retains the pri-169

mary characteristics of the state space describing the thermospheric density, but at lower170

dimensionality. In contrast to Gondelach and Linares (2020), the method described here171

demonstrates a simple way of improving density modeling that relies on less informa-172

tion and less processing. This method requires only spacecraft TLEs from a small num-173

ber of objects, an orbital propagator, and geomagnetic indices, and demonstrates how174

improvements to storm-time density modeling can be achieved with limited information.175

2 Methodology176

2.1 Spacecraft Orbital Characterization Kit177

SpOCK is an orbital propagator that simulates spacecraft location given a series178

of inputs that may either be entirely user-supplied or provided by various scientific databases.179

SpOCK is comprised of a suite of C functions that require the user to supply a geom-180

etry file and a main input file. The geometry file describes each face of the spacecraft,181

including the unit vector, the surface area, the total surface area of any solar cells on that182

surface, drag coefficient or accommodation coefficient, and the solar radiation coefficient.183

SpOCK requires specification of the solar irradiance, as proxied by F10.7. and the plan-184

etary activity level, as specified by 3-hour ap. These are available through NASA OM-185

NIWeb or NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC), and are used as inputs186

by NLRMSISE-00 to specify the thermospheric mass density. OMNIWeb gives static daily187
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F10.7, while SWPC gives a linear interpolation between daily values of F10.7. SpOCK’s188

mathematical basis and capacity for parellelism is explored in detail in Bussy-Virat, Getchius,189

and Ridley (2018).190

Once SpOCK is commanded to be run with the appropriate initialization informa-191

tion, it obtains an estimation of the local spacecraft density using MSISE. After calcu-192

lating an estimate of the local drag and other perturbing forces, such as higher order grav-193

ity terms, gravity due to the Sun and Moon, solar pressure, and albedo effects from sun-194

light reflecting off of the Earth. SpOCK then propagates the trajectory of the spacecraft195

for a single timestep specified by the user in the main input file. SpOCK repeats this pro-196

cess until the given stopping point is reached. A large problem with techniques such as197

this is that the ballistic coefficient of the object is typically not known, unless the intent198

for the satellite is to derive the density. This is the case for satellites such as CHAMP,199

GRACE, and GOCE, as well as the reference spheres, but it is not true for many other200

objects. The ballistic coefficient can be derived from B∗ in the TLE, but this is specif-201

ically designed for SGP4, so it is ignored. Instead, MOA uses a series of TLEs during202

quiet geomagnetic conditions to estimate the surface area of the object, assuming a mass203

and accommodation coefficient, from which a drag coefficient is derived.204

2.2 Multifaceted Optimization Algorithm205

MOA first collects TLEs for a specific satellite for a user-specified interval of time.206

It then uses the first TLE to initialize SpOCK and the subsequent TLEs in an attempt207

to reproduce the orbital profile by approximating the satellite geometry as a flat plate208

and using varying cross-sectional areas. MOA uses this basic framework in three pro-209

cesses that use TLEs from selected satellites to obtain corrected model densities (Fig-210

ure 3).211

The first process is the Area Optimization Algorithm (AROPT), which is a bilin-212

ear search algorithm that orbits a flat plate for a given time period, varying the area of213

the flat plate in each iteration, searching for the orbit trajectory that best matches the214

behavior of the altitude specified in the series of TLEs. AROPT first computes the or-215

bit error for the upper boundary, then the lower boundary AL, and finally the mean of216

both. These initial runs allow it decide between which values the optimized areas lies217

(Figure 4). The limits of the area search algorithm are twice the maximum expected pro-218

jected area and half the minimum expected projected area. The real unknown for the219

orbit object is the ballistic coefficient, which is CDA
m , but a mass and accommodation co-220

efficient are approximated, implying that the real area and derived area may be differ-221

ent, depending on how far the CD and mass estimates are off. The algorithm finds an222

area that allows the ballistic coefficient to minimize the error in the drag over the course223

of 2-3 days. This process assumes that the projected area is constant over the time pe-224

riod. This is most likely inaccurate, but it is permissible if the behavior of the object is225

repeating much faster than the minimization time period. For example, a tumbling ob-226

ject can be modeled with an average projected area, since it is most likely tumbling much227

more quickly than the optimization period. This assumption will fail if the object is sys-228

tematically changing attitude for long periods of time. For example, the Cyclone Global229

Navigation Satellites (CYGNSS) satellites switch to a high drag mode for several days230

at a time to reduce the semi-major axis. This optimization scheme would work within231

the low-drag time and the high-drag time, but would not come up with a proper area232

during the transition. The sun-pointed satellites used in this study have areas that change233

through an orbit, but that change is rapid compared to the minimization time-period234

(∼24 hrs), allowing an average area to be deduced. The accommodation coefficient was235

assumed to be 0.9 for all spacecraft surfaces. This was used to calculate a variable drag236

coefficient using Equations 2 and 3 from Moe et al. (2004). The mass of each satellite237

was assumed to be a constant 5 kg.238
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Figure 3: A flow-diagram of the Multifaceted Optimization Algorithm progressing from
TLEs to corrected model densities.

A single run of AROPT is shown in Figure 5 for one of the 3U ’Flock 3P’ satel-239

lites built by Planet Labs, Inc. The solid magenta line shows the altitude of the space-240

craft as given by its TLEs, while the dashed lines show altitudes for the spacecraft sim-241

ulated by SpOCK for different cross-sectional areas. The first three of those dashed lines242

indicate the lower, upper, and central boundaries used by AROPT, while the following243

6 dashed lines are the results of AROPT running for different projected areas between244

the central and upper boundaries.245

The same time period was run multiple times using a bilinear search algorithm un-246

til the error was less than 1 m. This general search for the optimum area typically took247

around six iterations. The area optimization was conducted for subsequent intervals of248

time, creating a time series of optimized areas. After the completion of these runs, a his-249

togram of the optimized areas was generated, along with a graph showing the behavior250

of the optimized areas over the entire period. A histogram of optimized areas for this251

spacecraft over an 15-day period is shown in Figure 6, where the dashed magenta line252

represents the 50th-percentile optimized area found by AROPT.253

Using AROPT as the first step in MOA allows an inference of the orientation of254

the chosen spacecraft. For a spacecraft with known geometry, comparing the optimized255
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Figure 4: The behavior of the AROPT for a scenario where the true optimized area AT

(red line) is between the upper boundary AS and the mean of the lower and upper bound-
aries AM. Only 4 cycles are shown in this schematic. Typically, AROPT took at least 6
iterations to converge (resulting in an semi-major axis error ≤ 10−3 km ).

Figure 5: An example of a completed AROPT run for the FLOCK 3P 1 3U CubeSat.
The top three lines in the legend correspond to the creation of the lower boundary (twice
the largest face of the spacecraft), upper boundary (half the smallest face of the space-
craft), and the middle cut (the mean of the largest and smallest faces). The last iteration
in the legend corresponds to the optimized area found after all of the cycles. ’TLE Alti-
tude’ refers to the altitude derived from the semi-major axis computed from the TLEs for
the spacecraft.

areas returned by AROPT to the projected areas of the spacecraft from each of its sides256

allows us to get an idea which side of spacecraft is likely pointing towards the direction257

of travel. AROPT therefore represents a method of accounting for spacecraft variable258

geometry (deployable panels and antennae), and changes in attitude. AROPT selected259

a specified percentile from the distribution function of areas as the constant area to be260

used by the remaining sub-process(es) (e.g., in Figure 6 the median value of 640.63 cm2).261
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Figure 6: A histogram of optimized areas found by AROPT for the FLOCK 3P 1 space-
craft between 2017-05-09 and 2017-05-24.

The rationale behind the selection of a specific quartile assumes the rate of de-orbit of262

the satellite in question will be overwhelmingly attributable to changes in the space en-263

vironment captured by the behavior of geomagnetic indices. The optimized areas found264

by AROPT will be inextricably tied to the empirical model from which SpOCK receives265

an estimate of the density, as the finding of these areas essentially compensate for bias266

in the model. The optimized area obtained by AROPT will add bias in the downstream267

predictions, since it will be the static area for the F10.7 and 3-hour ap optimization. The268

goal of the area optimization is to allow a static area to be chosen, so that the thermo-269

spheric density can be altered away from the NRLMSISE-00 predicted values. This as-270

sumes that, on average, during the two-week quiet interval selected for the area optimiza-271

tion, NLRMSISE-00 predicted the correct mass density, but the values at time-scales smaller272

than a couple of weeks may incorrect. It is emphasized that variation in area (Figure 6)273

could be due to (1) discrepancies between NLRMSISE-00 and reality; (2) errors in TLEs;274

or (3) issues with F10.7 and ap describing the thermosphere during the optimization in-275

terval. This technique assumes that, on average MSISE, the TLEs, and the models used276

to generate F10.7 and ap are unbiased such that the average of each of the those errors277

over a long time (over the ∼week-long period being considered) cancels.278

Once a ballistic coefficient for an object is derived, the thermospheric density cor-279

rections can be derived. This is done across two time scales with two different indices-280

namely the F10.7 to represent ∼24-hour density corrections and ap to represent 3-hour281

density corrections. By altering these indices, the global density can be altered, as op-282

posed to the localized density. These alterations on the indices don’t imply that the in-283

dices themselves are incorrect, but are a way to alter the NRLMSISE-00 densities with-284

out actually altering the NRLMSISE-00 source code, or using an arbitrary multiplica-285
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tive factor. The FOPT and APOPT processes are bilinear search algorithms like AROPT,286

except they alter F10.7 and 3-hour ap, respectively. In order to set upper and lower bound-287

aries, however, FOPT and APOPT set limitations to maximum and minimum values of288

F10.7 (200 sfu and 80% of the value of the smallest F10.7 value in the interval, respec-289

tively) and 3-hour ap (400 and 0, respectively), and subsequently bracket between those290

limits to find the correction necessary to minimize orbit error. APOPT and FOPT do291

not apply corrections to the geomagnetic indices in a multiplicative manner, but in an292

additive manner. The FOPT process is run after AROPT is complete.293

APOPT only runs if MOA determines that a geomagnetic storm has occurred dur-294

ing the specified interval. It does this using data from the World Data Center for Ge-295

omagnetism, and considers any geomagnetic disturbance in which Dst passes below -50296

nT to be a storm (Akasofu, 2018). In such a case it will run APOPT for the two days297

following the date of initial storm onset, in order to account for the duration over which298

the impact of geomagnetic activity is felt globally. APOPT runs while holding the most299

recent correction to F10.7 obtained via FOPT constant throughout the duration of the300

storm. This is done for the reason that F10.7 not only varies on much longer timescales301

on the order of days (see Figures 11 and 12 in Wang et al. (2018)) than 3-hour ap which302

varies on the order of hours (see Figure 1 in Wrenn (1987)), but it also is only collected303

once a day. Therefore, any rapid changes in the density during stormtime will most strongly304

correlate with fluctuations in 3-hour ap, and almost not at all with F10.7. Base values305

of F10.7 and ap data are either taken from NASA’s Space Physics Data Facility OM-306

NIWeb service or SWPC. This data source selection is held constant throughout all of307

the sub-processes.308

Across all three processes, orbit error minimization is performed using the root mean309

square error (RMSE). The RMSE (δz) between SpOCK altitude values (ξi) and the cor-310

responding timesteps closest to those of the TLE altitudes in the interval of the run (i=0:T)311

in question is calculated:312

δz =

√∑N
i=0 (ξi − hi)2

N
, (2)

where N is the number of TLEs within the optimization interval. This method minimizes313

the RMSE between the SpOCK altitudes and TLE altitudes throughout the entire pro-314

file within the interval, using a bilinear search algorithm. This difference provides a more315

relevant comparison as opposed to differencing the ending altitude.316

3 Results317

In order to demonstrate the MOA technique, the time period of May 23, 2017 - June318

6, 2017 was explored and is presented here. During this time, ten Flock 3P spacecraft319

(Figure 7) launched by Planet Labs, Inc. were on orbit (Table 1, Figure 8), and a ge-320

omagnetic storm of moderate strength took place (Figure 9). The FLOCK 3P were in321

sun-synchronous orbits between 490-500 km in altitude. Multiple satellites were used to322

optimize the density corrections, which were then compared to accelerometer-derived den-323

sities from the SWARM spacecrafts.324

The same geometry file was used for each of these satellites: all of the CubeSats325

of the ’Flock’ series launched by Planet Labs, Inc. are identical and can be described as326

ordinary 3U CubeSats with deployed solar panels normal to the zenith direction possess-327

ing an area of approximately 1200 cm2. The mass of each spacecraft was fixed at 5 kg.328

As they were earth-imaging and sun-synchronous, their solar panels were always angled329

towards the sun, and as a result the projected cross-sectional area was expected to vary330

around 1000 cm2.331
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Name NORAD ID P25 (cm2) P50 (cm2) P75 (cm2) σ (cm2)

Flock 3P-1 41967 611.91 640.63 730.86 121.00
Flock 3P-2 41966 517.58 755.47 964.65 288.80
Flock 3P-3 41968 804.69 837.50 1034.38 146.35
Flock 3P-4 41965 640.63 812.89 899.02 207.67
Flock 3P-5 41971 484.77 804.69 870.31 292.81
Flock 3P-6 41969 858.00 927.73 1100.00 129.80
Flock 3P-7 41970 702.15 894.92 1095.90 196.25
Flock 3P-8 41951 706.25 829.30 972.85 234.95
Flock 3P-9 41973 714.45 1050.78 1100.00 231.64
Flock 3P-10 41974 616.02 927.73 1087.70 242.73

Mean - 665.65 848.16 985.57 209.2

Table 1: The 10 Flock 3P satellites for which TLEs were collected for the run between
2017-05-23 and 2017-06-02. The 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile areas with standard devi-
ations from the optimized area distributions found for each satellite by AROPT are found
in the right three columns.

Figure 7: An image of one of the Flock 3P satellites (Source: Spaceflight101; used with
permission from Planet Labs, Inc.).

As described above, F10.7 corrections are strongly influenced by the percentile of332

the optimized area distribution chosen. The corrections to F10.7 in and of themselves333

are merely a means of correcting the density, and are not the object of this study. We334

elected to compute corrections using the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the optimized335

area distribution in order to determine its effect on the adjusted densities. For each of336

the 10 satellites, the following procedure was conducted:337

• The area distribution function was determined over the selected time period.338

• F10.7 corrections were then calculated over that interval.339

• 3-hour ap corrections were finally calculated during the main phase of the storm.340

Once this was completed, median daily F10.7 values were generated using results from341

all 10 satellites. These medians were calculated from constant F10.7 corrections in each342

24-hour interval, and associated with noon of their respective days. Finally, median 3-343

hour ap corrections were generated during the storm main phase, and associated with344
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Visualizations of the ground tracks of the Flock 3P constellation and SWARM
spacecraft in Satellite Tool Kit - Analytical Graphics, Inc. (left). The same orbits shown
for a globe (right). The orbits of the Flock 3P satellites are in cyan, and those of the
SWARM spacecrafts are in red.

the zeroth hour of their respective days, as this resulted in more accurate corrected storm-345

time densities than when the corrections were associated with noon of their respective346

days. To validate the efficacy of the method, MSISE was run at the locations of the three347

SWARM satellites using the modified median F10.7 and ap values. We focus on three348

major metrics to perform validation:349

1. δP : Percent difference between the peak orbit-averaged density between uncor-350

rected NRLMSISE-00 orbit-averaged densities, MOA orbit-averaged corrected den-351

sities and orbit-averaged SWARM accelerometer data:352

δP =
|ρN − ρS |[
ρN+ρS

2

] × 100% (3)

where ρN is either the NRLMSISE-00 or MOA orbit-averaged density and ρS is353

the SWARM accelerometer-derived orbit-averaged density.354

2. η: Ratio of the peak orbit-averaged density magnitude to the 24-hour averaged355

orbit-averaged density prior to the peak density within the 24 hours immediately356

preceding the peak density.357

3. ρT : Total time-integrated density in kg·s
km3 during the main phase of the storm. In358

order to set the boundaries for calculating this integral, the following was done:359

(a) For each point, the arithmetic mean density and standard deviation of the den-360

sity for the SWARM orbit-averaged density for the preceding 12 hours. (b) The361

lower bound of the integral is found where both the density exceeds the mean +362

standard deviation at its associated time, and when all of the density values for363

the next 12 hours satisfy that condition. (c) The upper bound of the integral is364

found using the same method, but going backwards from the density values at the365

end of the chosen time period.366

4. tl: The time difference in hours between the peak in the NLRMSISE-00 or MOA367

orbit-averaged densities and the peak in the SWARM accelerometer-derived orbit-368

averaged densities.369

The two SWARM spacecraft chosen allow us to determine the utility of our cor-370

rections to global geomagnetic indices along orbits at different altitudes. The SWARM-371
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A spacecraft orbits at an altitude of ∼460 km and inclination of 87.4◦. SWARM-B or-372

bits higher at ∼530 km in altitude and an inclination of 88◦.373

3.1 Optimized Areas and Corrections to F10.7 and 3-hour ap374

The geomagnetic indices during and surrounding the May 27-28, 2017 storm are375

shown in Figure 9a. During this time 3-hour ap surged sharply, peaking at ∼ 130 nT376

on May 28th, while Dst reached a minimum of -125 nT. This increase ap was associated377

with the density change that perturbed the orbits of the spacecraft, and affected the base-378

line densities on which corrections were performed. F10.7, in comparison, exhibited neg-379

ligible variation.380

The rate of change of the Flock 3P satellites’ semi-major axis derived from the TLEs381

are shown in Figure 9c. A clear increase between May 28 and May 30 corresponded to382

the main phase of the storm. The average maximum rate of change attained by the con-383

stellation during the storm main phase was over 20 km/year. This maximum occurred384

between May 29th and May 30th, even though the storm’s peak intensity, as indicated385

by 3-hour ap, occurred on the 28th. This delay in behavior is likely due both to the lower386

time resolution of TLEs, and the fact that changes in the local density outside of high387

latitudes do not occur immediately in response to geomagnetic activity, but often hours388

later (Oliveira et al. (2017), Guo et al. (2010)). There is a slight drop in the rate of change389

of the semi-major axis (dSMA) around May 26th just prior to the main phase of the storm.390

This drop is also observable in of all of the Flock 3P satellites, which may suggest a per-391

sistent structure in the thermospheric density response that has a consistent effect on392

all of the satellites. This indicates that the thermospheric density was most likely lower393

than expected on this day. It should be understood that the change in SMA is due to394

the integral of the density in the time prior to the measurement. These changes do not395

directly reflect changes in the instantaneous density.396

The optimized area distributions found for each satellite clustered around 800 cm2
397

(Figure 10.) If 0◦ is considered to be parallel with the direction of travel, these results398

suggest that the Flock 3P satellites’ largest face consisting of the solar panels was at an399

orbit-averaged angle of ∼20◦. The high degree of overlap of the distributions suggests400

the orientations of the spacecraft were very similar during the time period. The notable401

exception was Flock 3P 1, which may have either have had its solar panels slightly closer402

to parallel, or may have had panels that incompletely deployed, as suggested by its high403

count of values around 600 cm2.404

Subsequently-derived F10.7 corrections corresponding to each percentile of the op-405

timized areas all exhibit a drop around May 26th before they peaked during the main406

phase of the storm (Figures 11 and 12), similar to the behavior of the dSMA. They all407

consistently declined during the recovery phase. This pre-storm drop may have been due408

to FOPT responding to the peak in F10.7 on the 27th, which occurred just over a day409

before the peak intensity of the storm on the 28th. This is clearest in Figure 13, where410

the peak negative F10.7 corrections preceded the peak uncorrected F10.7 values by one411

day. There was a general trend of the F10.7 corrections becoming less positive as a func-412

tion of increasing percentile, while the overall behavior was preserved. The closeness of413

the lines corresponding to the 50th and 75th percentile suggest that this behavior ta-414

pered as the percentile increases. This is shown by the smaller mean difference between415

the 75th percentile areas and 50th percentile areas (∼ 137.40 cm2), compared with the416

50th percentile areas and the 25th percentile areas (∼ 182.51 cm2). As the cross-sectional417

area increased, the drag became an increasingly larger force, resulting in MOA lessen-418

ing the contribution of increased F10.7 to compensate for the increase.419

Similar to the F10.7 corrections, MOA’s ap corrections exhibit an increase begin-420

ning on or before May 28th, but this increase was much sharper, as the corrections jump421

from -5 nT on the 28th to +80 nT on the 29th. This kept the 3-hour ap to NRLMSISE-422
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Geomagnetic indices provided by NASA OMNIWeb and NOAA SWPC dur-
ing the geomagnetic storm of May 2017 ((a) and (b)). TLE-derived rate of change of the
semi-major axis for the Flock 3P satellites (c). The rates of change for Flock 3P-1 (red)
and Flock 3P-6 (blue) display unique behavior.
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Figure 10: Overlapping histograms of the optimized area distributions for each Flock 3P
satellite. The vertical magenta lines are the 75th percentiles of each distribution.

00 much higher after they reached their peak value of ∼ 140 nT on the 28th, before drop-423

ping sharply immediately after the start of the 29th.424

MOA’s F10.7 and ap corrections were used to drive the perturbations needed to425

get NLRMSISE-00 to provide the best density predictions. The linearly-interpolated me-426

dian corrections were applied to F10.7 inputs to NLRMSISE-00 during the initial and427

recovery phases of the storm and to the ap inputs to NLRMSISE-00 during the main phase428

of the storm, resulting in corrected densities along that satellite’s orbit. The strength429

of this technique lies in that it derives corrections to global drivers for NLRMSISE-00,430

allowing a specification of the density at any other location in the thermosphere. This431

can be used not only to derive better densities for orbit propagation for other satellites,432

but also to specify model biases for prediction.433

3.2 SWARM Density Comparisons434

In order to validate the technique, the NLRMSISE-00 mass densities along the SWARM435

satellite orbit tracks were calculated using the unperturbed drivers and the MOA-derived436

perturbed drivers. We first consider the effects of the selection of the quartile of the op-437

timized area on the resulting orbit-averaged corrected densities along the trajectories of438

each SWARM spacecraft. This de-biases the predicted drivers, since the absolute area439

is unknown. With enough data-model comparisons, an appropriate quartile can be se-440

lected and used for all future simulations. Figure 14 shows a comparison between SWARM-441

derived and MOA-derived densities with different quartiles of the area selected. The av-442

erage altitudes of SWARM-A and SWARM-B during the time chosen were ∼ 452 km443
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Figure 11: Static (top) and linearly-interpolated (bottom) F10.7 corrections obtained for
the 75th-percentile optimized area. The static corrections are applied for two days during
the optimization interval, but are shown as lasting for one-day in the top plot in order to
declutter the figure. The mean corrections obtained across each optimization interval are
in blue, and their median counterparts are in red.

Figure 12: Linearly-interpolated median F10.7 corrections corresponding to the MOA
runs where the 25th (black), 50th (blue), and 75th (red) percentiles were used. These
results were from runs driven by OMNIWeb inputs.
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Figure 13: An overlay of the uncorrected F10.7 OMNIWeb values (purple), MOA’s cor-
rected F10.7 values (cyan), MOA’s F10.7 median corrections corresponding to the 75th
percentile (green), and the individual corrections across each satellite (dimmed green),
and uncorrected OMNIWeb 3-hour ap values (orange), MOA’s corrected 3-hour ap values
(light orange), MOA’s 3-hour ap median corrections to the 75th percentile (fuchsia) and
the corresponding individual corrections across each satellite (dimmed fuchsia). Note the
dashed green line showing the value of the F10.7 corrections held constant during the
application of 3-hour ap corrections.

and ∼ 515 km, respectively. From those, we derived a time resolution for the orbit-averaged444

densities of ∼ 93.6 minutes and ∼ 94.9 minutes for each satellite, respectively.

SWARM-A Orbit-Averaged Density Metrics

Source maxρ
(

kg
km3

)
δP tl (hours) η ρT

(
kg·s
km3

)
SWARM 7.8× 10−4 - - 2.6 98.3

NLRMSISE-00 6.6× 10−4 17.6 4.7 2.9 79.8
MOA 7.3× 10−4 7.5 4.7 3.2 101.1

Table 2: Tabulated values of the peak orbit-averaged density maxρ, δP , tl η and ρT along
SWARM-A.

445

During the main phase, the peak orbit-averaged densities returned by each MOA’s446

percentiles were very close to the peak orbit-average densities for SWARM, with the 50th447

and 75th percentile cases being closest together. Along SWARM-A, percent errors be-448

tween peak orbit-averaged MOA densities and those from SWARM were ∼2.4%, ∼5.9%,449

and ∼7.7%, for the 25th, 50th, and 75th-percentile optimized areas, respectively (Fig-450
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ure 14a). Note that increasing the percentile of the optimized area slightly reduced the451

accuracy in the peak orbit-averaged density along SWARM-A.452

Along SWARM-B, this trend was reversed, with the 25th-percentile case yielding453

a peak orbit-averaged density error of ∼19.1% compared to ∼10.4% and ∼8.6% for the454

50th-percentile and 75th-percentile cases, respectively (Figure 14b). The rest of this study455

only considers the 75th-percentile case.456

As shown in Table 2, usage of MOA’s corrections along SWARM-A resulted in a457

max ρ, δP , and ρT all closer to those of the SWARM data, compared to uncorrected MSISE.458

The closeness of ρT in particular demonstrates that MOA greatly improved the width459

of the peak density during the main phase of the storm. Table 3 confirms these improve-460

ments along SWARM-B to a slightly greater degree, with the exception of max ρ, which461

MOA overestimated by 8.61%. The difference in ρT along SWARM-A between MSISE462

and SWARM was 3% but this dropped slightly to 2.6% along SWARM-B.

SWARM-B Orbit-Averaged Density Metrics

Source maxρ
(

kg
km3

)
δP tl (hours) η ρT

(
kg·s
km3

)
SWARM 2.9× 10−4 - - 2.5 16.6

NLRMSISE-00 2.8× 10−4 4.6 4.6 3.8 11.7
MOA 3.2× 10−4 8.6 4.6 4.3 16.2

Table 3: Tabulated values of the peak orbit-averaged density maxρ, δP , tl, η and ρT along
SWARM-B.

463

Figure 15 overlays orbit-averaged densities from MSISE, MOA, and accelerome-464

ter data along SWARM-A and SWARM-B. It shows that the error in orbit-averaged den-465

sity is reduced for MOA compared to uncorrected MSISE along SWARM-B, but not SWARM-466

A, though the values of ρT for MOA showed improvement over MSISE along both or-467

bits. Along SWARM-A, the percent error between MOA ρT and SWARM ρT was ∼ 2.9%,468

compared to a percent error of ∼ 23.6% for MSISE. Along SWARM-B, the percent er-469

ror between MOA and SWARM was slightly lower, at only ∼ 2.7%, compared to ∼ 34.8%470

for MSISE. Visually, this translated to a widening of the peak in the orbit-averaged den-471

sity. This behavior can be observed in Figure 15, where MOA orbit-averaged densities472

between 05-28 and 05-29 were noticeably higher than their uncorrected NLRMSISE-00473

counterparts. MOA matches SWARM quite well during the recovery of the storm, show-474

ing the same drop-off in density around the 29th. Along SWARM-A and SWARM-B,475

MOA attempted to recreate the second peak in the density occurring just before the 29th,476

but was unable to reach the necessary amplitude to do so to the most accurately degree477

possible. This is especially obvious along SWARM-B. Finally, along both SWARM space-478

craft, MOA placed the time of the peak orbit-averaged density as identical to that of MSISE.479

The times of the peak density, as shown in Tables 2 and 3 were an average of 4.7 hours480

prior to that of the SWARM data. This may be due to the fact that MSISE and MOA481

are unable to account for the time delay between when geomagnetic indices peak and482

when local density at the spacecraft peaks. MSISE and MOA apply geomagnetic indices483

instantaneously, which fails to capture this delay, which according to the literature, can484

be up to 4 hours in duration (S. L. Bruinsma et al., 2006).485

Outside of the main phase, where only the corrections to F10.7 were applied, MOA486

performed marginally better than NLRMSISE-00 just before initial storm onset along487

SWARM-A, and just after the recovery phase along SWARM-B. Both NRLMSISE-00488
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14: Orbit-averaged densities along-track SWARM-A (a) and SWARM-B (b) and
for OMNIWeb inputs, with results shown corresponding to the percentiles of the opti-
mized area. The gray area around the SWARM orbit-averaged densities denotes the ±1σ
boundaries.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15: Orbit-averaged densities along-track SWARM-A (a) and SWARM-B (b) for
OMNIWeb inputs. MOA results corresponding to the 75th-percentiles are in cyan, un-
corrected MSISE results are show in red, and SWARM data is shown in black. The gray
vertical dashed lines represent the boundaries of the integral used to calculate ρT across
each dataset, and the gray area around the SWARM orbit-averaged densities denotes the
±1σ boundaries.
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and MOA overestimated the density during the initial and recovery phases along SWARM-489

A, though in the former case, MOA did so to a lesser degree, especially along SWARM-490

A. Along SWARM-B, the overestimation before the initial phase and after the recovery491

phase was much less noticeable, with MOA and MSISE densities all residing within the492

1σ boundaries of the SWARM densities. The corrections to F10.7 were rather marginal493

compared to 3-hour ap, and never exceeded ∼ |17| sfu, compared to 3-hour ap correc-494

tions, which grew to a maximum of +80 nT on the 29th.495

4 Discussion and Conclusion496

While widespread use of empirical density models like those of the MSISE family497

are a testament to their efficacy and utility, this study highlights some of their limita-498

tions during high levels of geomagnetic activity. These limitations are in part largely owed499

to the expected biases characteristic for any model. Algorithms like HASDM Storz et500

al. (2005), circumvent this problem by relating corrections in the density to estimated501

scale factors to temperature, F10.7, and ap. As biases are to be found in any model, the502

usage of correction factors to account for them is expected, and it is only a matter of how503

they are to be derived, and how they are to be applied. From the close correspondence504

between orbit-averaged densities returned by MOA and in-situ data collected by the SWARM505

spacecrafts, this preliminary study suggests that TLEs can be used effectively to correct506

empirical model densities through the process of orbit-error minimization in a relatively507

simple process. Doornbos et al. (2008) used a similar method, but their method differs508

from MOA in that it directly derived densities from TLEs in accordance with the meth-509

ods in Picone et al. (2005), and used a least-squares adjustment to estimate a set of cal-510

ibration parameters to height-dependent scale factors of the densities and CIRA-72 tem-511

peratures. MOA does not rely on TLE-derived densities themselves to perform calibra-512

tion, but rather relies on TLE-derived semi-major axes, and retrieves a corrected den-513

sity by determining corrections to NLRMSISE-00 drivers to match those variations in514

semi-major axis. Gondelach and Linares (2020) also presented a powerful method for both515

modeling storm time densities and performing density prediction by assimilating TLEs516

and historical empirical model density estimations into a reduced-order model (ROM),517

that allows for very accurate real-time density prediction. MOA differs from the ROM518

in that it is simple to implement, not requiring the estimation of ballistic coefficients with519

the use of a Kalman Filter, the modification of equinoctial elements, or the assimilation520

of accelerometer data from multiple sources. Additionally, MOA demonstrates the ca-521

pacity to yield improved storm-time density predictions with the use of TLEs from only522

a few satellites, all which were in the same orbital plane. This differs also from the HASDM,523

which uses high temporal resolution drag information from the trajectories of ∼75 dif-524

ferent calibration satellites at a variety of altitudes (Storz et al., 2005).525

The most prominent limitation of this technique is that its sole reliance on TLE-526

driven orbit propagation places a limit on the power of the obtained corrections. Since527

TLEs are typically available once every day or two, the global corrections to F10.7 and528

3-hour ap obtained by MOA run the risk of ’smoothing over’ rapid changes the density.529

This is most clearly observed in two ways regarding our results: the width of the peak530

corrected orbit-averaged densities, and the lack of distinct density features in the cor-531

rected orbit-averaged densities that are present in the orbit-averaged densities in SWARM’s532

accelerometer-derived data, such as the second ’peak’ in the density during the main phase.533

While individual TLEs do not provide good temporal resolution, they are nevertheless534

available for a plethora of orbiting objects at a wide variety of altitudes. We aim to im-535

prove MOA by determining how storm-time density modeling can be improved with this536

simple method by using TLEs from many more objects. We also note that at present,537

MOA associates the corresponding corrections to F10.7 and 3-hour ap found for each satel-538

lite with the either noon or the beginning of the day, respectively, and then estimates539

corrections between those times with linear interpolation. We aim to see if improvements540
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in density prediction may result from associating corrections with the TLE epoch directly,541

taking the corrections for each satellite, and then computing new corrections by form-542

ing a univariate spline through the median corrections found across all satellites com-543

bined. This may properly “fill in the gaps”, as TLEs for each satellite are not reported544

at the same epoch each day, allowing for any resulting index corrections to generate the545

distinct features in orbit-averaged density observed in accelerometer data.546

Future work will involve a systematic study of MOA’s capabilities across a series547

of catalogued geomagnetic storms that have occurred within the last decade. It will be548

necessary to determine the efficacy of this algorithm in handling anomalously large ge-549

omagnetic disturbances such as those characteristic of the St. Patrick’s Day Storms of550

2013 and 2015, and also minor disturbances such as those characteristic of March 6, 2016.551

It is additionally worth noting that MOA may perform differently when calculating cor-552

rections to NRLMSISE-00 or other models such as the those of the Jacchia family, and553

the Drag-Temperature Model. Achieving these milestones will elucidate the utility of us-554

ing simple methods to address the common challenge of storm-time thermospheric den-555

sity modeling and prediction.556
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